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Trilogy Circuits Ranks No. 57 at Dallas 100™ Awards
Premier EMS provider named one of Dallas’ fastest-growing companies
Richardson, Texas –Dec. 02, 2008 – The Dallas 100™ Awards recently recognized
Trilogy Circuits, a premier EMS provider, as the 57th fastest-growing company in the
Dallas area. The award, presented by The Caruth Institute for Entrepreneurship at
Southern Methodist University’s Cox School of Business, was a first for Trilogy Circuits
at the 18th-annual ceremony held at the Morton H. Meyerson Symphony Center on Nov.
20.
Trilogy Circuits provides turnkey services for the development of electronic products and
devices. From printed circuit board layout to fully assembled boards, Trilogy Circuits
helps its customers reduce production cycle times in a very efficient manner. Trilogy
qualified for the award by having sales of at least $500,000 and not more than $75
million in 2007, as well as a three-year sales history that reflects significant growth. Both
percentage growth and dollar growth were considered in the rankings. In order to be
eligible for the award, the companies also had to be independent, privately held
corporations with headquarters in the Dallas area.
“With this award, Trilogy Circuits shares a space on this prestigious list with many of
Dallas’ – and in many cases, the nation’s – most-respected companies in their respective
industries,” said Charles Capers, CEO of Trilogy Circuits. “Trilogy continues to make a
name for itself in the EMS industry, and this honor helps solidify our accomplishments
and how far we’ve come over the past three years.”
About Trilogy Circuits
Trilogy Circuits provides turn-key services for the development of electronic devices and
products. From printed circuit board (PCB) design to fully assembled boards as well as
complete box and cable assemblies, Trilogy helps its customers achieve a faster time-tomarket in an efficient manner. The company is headquartered in Richardson, Texas. For
more information, visit www.trilogycircuits.com.
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